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Every function having bounded mean oscillation @MO) on the line is written as 
a sum of coeficients times normalized rational functions with the coefficients 
satisfying a Carleson measure packing condition. This decomposition theorem and 
related techniques are used to obtain operator norm estimates for first and second 
order commutators and direct and converse singular value estimates for Hankel 
operators and products of Hank4 operators. ( 19X6 Academw Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
For a locally integrable function f’(x) defined on the real axis, we denote 
by f(-u, JJ) its Poisson extension to the upper half plane. A basic result of 
Fefferrnin and Stein [FS] is that .f is in BMO if and only if 
IVj’(x, y)l 2 y & dy is a Carleson measure, Using a general reproducing for- 
mula due to Calderbn and this fact, Chang and Fefferman [CF], 
Uchiyama [U], and others have given a useful decomposition of functions 
in BMO. Here we obtain a different (but similar) decomposition by 
starting with Bergman reproducing formulas and using techniques similar 
to those of Coifman and Rochberg [CR]. We obtain a representation of 
functions in BMO as sums of rational functions. Using this decomposition 
(and the related proof techniques) we obtain operator norm estimates for 
first and second order commutators and direct and converse singular value 
estimates for Hankel operators and products of Hankel operators. We 
* Both authors were partially supported by the NSF. Some of these results were announced 
in [R3]. 
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describe the relation of these results to question of rational approximation 
in Besov spaces. 
Let iJ be the upper half plane and L the lower half plane. For z, [ in U 
we write (I(=, [) for the hyperbolic distance between I and i. We write 
B(z, [) for the Bergman kernel of U; B(,-, i) = (n I)(: - ;) ‘. A sequence 
(z, ) in C’ is called an y-sequence if d(,-,, z,) > ye whenever i # j; it is called an 
r/-lattice if it is also true that no point of U is more than lOv] from some II,. 
The union of an q-sequence (q-lattice) in U with its reflection in L is called 
a symmetric q-sequence (q-lattice). 
Given an q-sequence {z, ) we say that the sequence of numbers (juI$ is in 
QCM, if the measure 2 /1~iJz~~j6,, is a Carleson measure (CM, Carleson 
measure; d, discrete, and Q to emphasize the quadratic nature of the con- 
dition). (Here and throughout we set r = x + i.r and 1%’ = zl+ izl.) We denote 
the norm of this measure by 11 i;,, i. 11. We extend this definition to symmetric 
rl-sequences by requiring that the associated measures in CT and L both be 
Carleson measures. 
THEOREM 1.1. (a) //‘n > I and (zJ 1s u .~~rnmetric~ -sequence, then ,fhr 
ml’ {A, ) in QCM,, 
.f’(-u) = c J”! 
is (I BMO ,finction with nurm ut most C(q, n)ll {A, ). 11. 
(b) Given n > I there is an q,, = qo(n) > 0 so thut [j‘ {z, ) is a .sywmetric 
q sequence with 0 < q< q,, then every f in BMO cm be represented a.~ in (a) 
tt+th coefficients {A,) M,hich satkfj. // ii.,} I/ < C(q, n) li,fll *. 
The series in (a) converges in the weak* topology of BMO. If 
appropriate constants are subtracted from each term then the series con- 
verges locally in L’. 
If II = 1 then a similar result is true but with a Carleson measure con- 
dition on the coefficients (not a quadratic condition.) That is, if 1 II., / ~‘,ci,~ 
is a Carleson measure then the sum above (with n = 1) is in BMO (as can 
be seen by duality with N’) and conversely, every.fin BMO can be written 
/‘=,I; +,f with ,f’, a sum of that sort and ,fi in L, This was proved by 
Carleson [Car]. (See also [U2].) 
Denote by h the operator of multiplication by the function h. Let H be 
the Hilbert transform and D the operator of differentiation. [h, H] = hH- 
Hb. 
THEOREM 1.2. (a) (CoifmanRochberg-Weiss [CRW]) I~/I is in BMO 
then [h, H] is hounded on L” and /I [h, HI/l 6 C Ilhil,. 
(b) (Coifman-Meyer [CM2, CM3]) If’ B’= h is in BMO thtw 
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[B, H] D is bounded on L’ and on BMO. In either case 
IIC~>fJ1DllbCll~ll,. 
Note that (a) follows from the L’ case of (b) because [b, H] is essen- 
tially the difference between [B, N] D and its adjoint. 
If B’ = b then integration by parts gives 
([B, H] D)f‘(x) =p IT-, b(“).-T;“ u),f(u) du 
1.1 with B(x, u) = (B(x) - B(u))/(x - u). Using the n = 2 case of Theorem 
to decompose b and then partial fractions gives 
1.3) 
b(u) - B(x, u) 
x - u 
Thus 
LB> HI Of’= - 14 (I; g,) .f,, (1.4) 
where f;(x) = y),“(.x - z,) ‘, g{(x) = J’;!‘(x - 2,) ‘. The {g,) are weakly 
orthonormal. That is, they have enough decay and cancellation so that for 
any {a,}, /1~:,g,I/~<CC (c1J2. Although the {,f;) are not as nice, the 
functions { A,,I; ) are weakly orthonormal if {I,, j is in QCM Z. This is one of 
the main types of conclusion we will draw from the fact that a sequence is 
in QCM,. 
Our basic point of view in analysis of [B, H] D (and related operators) 
is that decompositions such as (1.4) are close to being diagonalizations of 
the operator with respect to pairs of orthonormal sets. This suggests a close 
relation between the singular values of the operator and the numbers 
(Ii.,) }. Recall that for an operator T acting on a Hilbert space the nth 
singular value, s,,(T), is defined to be s,,(T) = inf{ (/ T - Flj; Rank F d n ). (If 
T is a compact positive operator these are just the eigenvalues of T in 
decreasing order. More generally these numbers are the eigenvalues of 
( T*T)‘.‘2 = IT].) If the ,/; in (1.3) were weakly orthonormal we would have 
.s,,( T) d CA,*, where {LX } is in the nonincreasing rearrangement of the 
sequence { (%, I }. Because the ,f; are not weakly orthonormal we obtain a 
more complicated estimate. 
For a fixed symmetric v-lattice {z, }, let CB, be the associated sequence 
of “Carleson boxes” CB,= {u.; IIrn*rl ~100 IL’,/, (u--x,1 d 100 Iy,l]. Set 
p, = y,~~ ‘/2(&t on, ]ik /’ Y~)‘!~ and let 1~: } be the nonincreasing 
rearrangement of (p, }. We have the following corollary to Theorem 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.5. There is an integer N and constant c so that 
~,vn([rH, Bl D) 6 c/l,*, .y,v,,( Cb. HI 1 G WT. 
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The norm estimate in Theorem 1.2 only ensures that the sequence {p:) 
is bounded. The value of the corollary rests on the fact that when the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 is carried out the numbers /1, can be estimated individually 
in terms of the size offin a way which emphasizes the size ofJ‘ near 3, (as 
opposed to an estimate using the norm of ,f). This decomposition with 
local control, which is also used in [Se2], gives a useful technical 
refinement to the results of [CR]. We will use it several times. 
LEMMA 1.6. Jf 0 < F and if q > 0 is .wJficientl~~ smull then the numbers i,, 
of Theorem 1.3(b) can be choosen so that 
li.,I<c(Y/,t:).)‘,Tb(z,) T, in 0 
and 
where 
We actually obtain a family of estimates of this sort (involving higher 
derivatives and kernels which decay more rapidly at infinity.) 
Here is an example of how these results can be used. A compact operator 
T is said to be in the trace ideal Y”‘, 0 <p < x, if C s,,(T)” < (CO. Define the 
Besov space BP to be the subspace of BMO consisting of those h for which 
IsI IJ+(?“/~J~~) b(x, ~)I”~~* dx dls is finite for some (and hence any) 
m > I/p. For an analytic function h let H, be the Hankel operator with 
symbol h; H, is the map of H* to H*’ given by H,,J’= (I- P)(hf). (Here P 
is the orthogonal projection of L’ onto H’.) 
Peller [Pel, Pe2] showed that if h is in BP then H,, is in Yp. Since 
[h, H] is a direct sum of Hankel operators (see, e.g., [RI 1) we have that 
[h, H] is in ,Vp if h is in BP. For p > 1 that result is a consequence of the 
previous corollary and lemma (and a technical lemma which relates the 11: 
to the I*,:, Lemma 4.3). For p < 1 the same argument applies but versions 
of Lemma 1.6 using higher-derivatives are needed. 
As Peller noted, these results are closely related to results about rational 
approximation of BMO functions in the following way. The operator norm 
of H, is comparable to llhil*, the BMO norm of h (Nehari’s Theorem), and 
H, has rank n is and only if h is a rational function of degree n with poles 
in L (Kronecker’s Theorem). Define the approximation numbers u,,(h) by 
u,(h) = inf{ llh - Y/I* ; r a rational function of degree at most n with poles in 
L}. Thus s,,(Hh) < ca,,(h). Conversely, it is a result of Adamian, Arov, and 
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Krein that s,,(H~) = inf{ 11 H, - FIl; F a Hunkel operator of rank <n}. Thus 
u,,(h) < c’s,(H,). When this is combined with Peller’s theorem we see that 
C a,,(h)” < ‘CL for h in B”. 
Using our decomposition theorem we obtain a direct proof of this: one 
which does not use the theory of Hankel operators. The required rational 
approximation to BP functions can be obtained by taking appropriate par- 
tial sums in the decomposition in Theorem 1.1. 
Conversely, if H,, is in ,Ys then h is in BP. This was proved by Peller for 
p 3 1 [Pel, Pe2] and independently by Peller [Pe3] and Semmes [Se1 ] 
for p < 1. Using operators similar in spirit to T in Lemma 1.6, we extend 
these results and give explicit control of the derivatives of h by the sequence 
of singular values of H,,. Here is a special case of that result. Forfdefined 
on II let 
(.yf’)(:)= fj” I,f’(M’)/(l +tl(;, w))&hdr. 
_ 1 
Suppose y is small (recall {z, } is an q-lattice) and let <, be the point near 
zrr where ~‘h’~‘(;) is largest. Let h ( : i be the nonincreasing rearrangement 
of (~~lh”‘([,)l) and ix:) be the nonincreasing rearrangement of 
(X(d?‘(w))(<,);. 
THEOREM 1.7. Given 6, no mutter ho~z~ sma!l. there is a (large) constunt C 
rind a (small) constant d such that 
& < C‘s,,(H,,) + 6X;?, k = 1, 2,.... 
COROLLARY 1.8. For 0 <p < #Y, thaw urc’ constants c(p) so that if’h is in 
BP then Ilhll 8p < 4~) lIHh II c,p. 
The corollary follows from a version of the theorem with a more general 
definition of X and the fact that the map of h to {A’? ) is a bounded map of 
BP into the sequence space lp. Once the corollary is established it is not 
very hard to remove the a priori hypothesis that h is in BP. 
Because .Y,~ d ~‘a,, this also shows h is in B” if C a,,(h)” < cr. It remains an 
intriguing problem to obtain this result about rational approximation in 
Besov spaces without using the (seemingly inappropriate) theory of Hankel 
operators. 
These techniques for analysis of operators and their singular values can 
be extended to operators which depend quadratically on their “symbols.” 
THEOREM 1.9. The singular integral operutnrs 11,ith kernels 
(h(.u) - B(x, u))’ (h(u) - B(.u, u))’ 
’ .\- - 21 .\- ~~ 11 
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(I+-) - B(x, u))(h(u) - B(.Y, u)) 
.Y - II 
ure hounded on L’ if’h is in BMO. 
COROLLARY 1.10. (a) [CRW] !f h is in BMO thcjn [h, [h, H]] is 
hounded on L”. 
(b) [CMl] l/‘A’=u is in L’ then [A, [A, HD’]] is houndedon L*. 
Trace ideal estimates for these operators are given by Semmes [Se21 and 
are discussed very briefly at the end of Section 6. 
The operator in (a) of the Corollary is the e’ term in the series expansion 
of the operator eJhHe rh which occurs in the theory of weighted norm 
inequalities. The kernel for [h, [h, H]] is (/I(X) - h(u))“/(x - u). Hence (a) 
of the corollary follows from the theorem upon replacing (h(x) - h(u)) with 
(h(s) - B(x, u)) - (h(u) - B(x, u)) and expanding. The operator in (b) is 
the c’ term in the expansion for the Cauchy integral along a Lipschitz 
graph. (See [CAl, CA21 and [CMM] for details.) The kernel for the 
operator is (A(.Y) - A(u))‘/(.u - u)’ and hence the corollary follows from 
the theorem upon replacing [(A(x) - A(J~))/(.Y - u)]’ by [a(x) - (a(x) - 
il(s, u))]’ and expanding. 
The analysis of the operators in the theorem starts with the identity (1.3) 
and proceeds to representations similar to, but more complicated than, 
( 1.4). This can also be used to give singular value estimates in the style of 
Corollary 1.5 for the operator in part a of Corollary 1.10. 
Suppose h, and hz are two analytic functions and H,, and Hh2 are 
corresponding Hankel operators. K = Ht, H,, is a map of H’ to itself. This 
operator arises naturally in the study of Toeplitz operators and necessary 
and sufficient conditions for it to be compact have been given by Axler, 
Chang, and Sarason [ACS] and Volberg [V]. Roughly K is controlled by 
the product of the local smoothness of h, and that of h,. We will make that 
precise using numbers osc(h,, zh-) which measure the oscillation of h, 
emphasizing the region near the point zk in the q-lattice {zk ). (The precise 
definition is in Sect. 7). These numbers are similar to the p, of 
Corollary 1.5. We combine them by forming d, =y,~.’ zzkECB, (osc(b,, zk) 
osc(hz, zk) ~2~). Let {d;” } be the nonincreasing rearrangement of {d, }. 
THEOREM 1.1 1. !f q is sufficiently small, then there ure constants c and N 
.so that 
.sNk( K) < cd:, k = 1, 2,.... 
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This result is not precise enough to give sharp boundedness or com- 
pactness criteria. (Note that if we only assume h, in BMO then the 
oscillation numbers are bounded --but no more --and hence the d, need not 
be finite.) However, it does give good criteria for K to be in .Y”, 0 < /1< x 
In particular, restricting to h, = hz, the theorem is sharp enough to show 
that H, is in 9”’ if h is in B”. 
In the next section we prove the decomposition result, Theorem 1.1. as 
well as Lemma 1.6. As an application of those results we prove a theorem 
about interpolation of values by functions in the Bergman spaces. That 
theorem improves the results of [R2] by including pointwise (as apposed 
to norm) control of the function which does the interpolation. These results 
rest on a technical lemma, Lemma 2.4, which is proved in Section 3. That 
lemma is an estimate for the resolvent kernel associated with the Bergman 
projection operator. Using that estimate we control the effect of iteration of 
the fundamental approximation step in the proof of the decomposition 
theorem. That control allows us to get pointwise estimates on the (2, ). 
Theorem 1.2 and its corollary are proved in Section 4. In that section we 
also give some comments on the space QCM,, as an end-point space for 
interpolation. The converse singular value estimate, Theorem 1.7 is proved 
in Section 5. The estimates for second order operators are in Section 6. The 
singular value estimates for products of Hankel operators is proved in Sec- 
tion 7. 
II. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREMS 
For each n > 1 we define an operator T,, = T acting of functions defined 
on U by 
m,w=?^i, Is( ++xd) z 
and for large positive M we set T, = C,?, A4 ‘Ti. (Thus T, actually 
depends on n and M.) For I= 1,2,..., we let K,(w, Z) be the kernel of T’ and 
we let K,(w, Z) denote the kernel of T*. It is a direct consequence of the 
realization of K, as a multiple integral that there is a constant c = c(n) such 
that 
sup (K,( ~7, z); d( z, zo) d 10, d(w, u’“) < 10) < cK,(~q,, z”). (2.1) 
It follows from this that if (Tf’)(w) < K for some w in U then the same 
holds for every 12: in U. Also for such anf’we have. 
(T, TY’)(M~) = (TT,J’)(t~) d WT,f)(w) 
for all ~$2 in U. 
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Let AD(u) be the space of functions holomorphic on U. The decom- 
position theorems in [CR] are proved using an operator A which 
associates to an Fin X(U) a good approximation AF in -K(U) which has a 
decomposition of the required sort. In particular AF(z) = C 2 B(;,, z,) “” 
B(z, z, )” F(z,) d, where (z, > is the given q-lattice, C is a constant and id, ) 
is a bounded sequence choosen so that the sum is a good approximation to 
F(z)=C$ B(M’, W) ’ ““B(z, u’)“‘*F(I~.) du dc. The estimate which controls 
this approximation is given near the end of the proof of Theorem II of 
CCRI. 
LEMMA 2.2. 1 F(z) ~ AF(,-)I d cq( TF)(,-). 
Thus I(Z- A)‘F(z)I 6 (cq)‘( T’F)(:). Thus, with M= ((r) ’ and writing 
G=A ‘F we have IG(z)l=I(Z-(I-A)) ‘F(:)l<C,; Mm’T’F(r)= 
T,F(z). This is true in the sense that if T,F is finite at any (and hence 
every) point of U then the series for G converges pointwise and uniformly 
on compact subsets and satisfies AG = F. Hence 
LEMMA 2.3. Giaen M>O, u > 1 there is un q. = qo(M, n) .xo that the 
following holds. If q < ‘lo, jz,? } is an q-lattice und F is in X(u) with 
T,F(z) < m for all z in U then there are numbers [A, ) so that 
F(z) = c j., I’:’ (--g’. 
The {A, } can be selected to satisfy 
I& / 6 cT, F(z,). 
The series will converge uniformly on compact subsets of U. 
Furthermore the numbers {A, } can be selected to be linear functionals of 
F which are given by integration against a kernel which satisfies good 
estimates. That is, 
I., = 3,,(F) = j-j J(z,, W) F(W) du du 
1’ 
with J(z,, w*) v’ n antiholomorphic in u’ and IJ(z, IV)/ d cK,(r, MI). 
The convergence properties of the series follow from the chain of 
estimates 
c l/1,1 4’:’ 
lz-;l” 
<Cx(T,F)(z,)?‘:’ 
I:-;=;I” 
G c’( TT, F)(z) < C”( T, F)(z). 
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Everything has been verified except for the claims about J. Since we are 
representing F as A(C,;I- (I- A )‘F) it is enough to show that I- A is given 
by a kernel which is dominated by (.qK2(z, w). To see that, we represent the 
identity operator acting on holomorphic functions by the integral operator 
In the sum for A we can represent 
Forming the explicit representation for (I- A) F and using the modulus of 
continuity estimates for the Bergman kernel gives the required estimate. 
One way to ensure T,F is finite is to start with F in a space on which T 
acts boundedly and pick M larger than the norm of T. T, will then be a 
bounded operator on the same space. For instance, by Lemma 2.8 of 
[CR], T is bounded on Lp(y2’ d,x dy) if I <p< ~1, IZ> 2r + 2. Another 
result of this sort is given as Lemma 2.6. In addition to norm control of T, 
we also want a pointwise estimate on K,, the proof of which we postpone 
to the next section. 
LEMMA 2.4. Giwn n > 1, F > 0, there are A4 > 0 and c > 0 so thar 
for all w, z in U. Thew estimates are sharp in thr sense that given n, M there 
ure b > 0, c > 0, so thrrt 
,fbr all IV, z in U. 
Hence, for instance, if IF(z)1 < l/iz + ii” then F has a decomposition as 
above with Ij*,I < cT,(K,(.,i))(z,) < cK,(,-,,i) d cl:,+i(‘, “(1 +J’, ‘). 
Using this we can give the general version of Lemma 1.7. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let k, m he giaen k 2 1, m > I, Set n = k + m. Thtw is an ?I,, 
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such that if {z, } LY a symmetric q-lattice, 0 < 9 < qO, then any h in BMO can 
be w!ritten as b(x) = x Aj y,“/(x - Z,)m with scalurs (A, } which satisfy 
Here c = c(k, m, y,,), T, is constructed using M= (qO) ’ and b(x, y) 
denotes the Poisson extension qf b. In particulur (A, } E QCM, and 
Formally the decomposition is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.3. It is 
enough to consider the case of b in BMOA, that is b in BMO and b(x, y) 
in Z(U). To see this, write the general b in BMO as b = b + + b with - 
b + , b in BMOA. If the lemma has been applied to b + and b , the results 
can be added producing a decomposition of b. However, the {J., ] obtained 
this way are controlled by ykT*((dk/c;7yk) hi ). However, using standard 
techniques it is straightforward to see that 
FktlT;* ($&)QCy* T, ($“I. 
(Here p, is the operator built using k + I instead of k.) Thus the lemma for 
b with index k follows from the index k + 1 case applied to b + and b ~. To 
prove the lemma for b in BMOA we apply Lemma 2.3 to (d/dz)k b(z) and 
then integrate the resulting series term by term. To justify the computation 
and get the desired estimate on the I,, we need an estimate. For r > -4, let 
QCM’ denote the space of measurable functions F on U for which 
IF(x, y)l* y2r dx dy is a Carleson measure. We give QCM’ the natural 
norm. 
LEMMA 2.6. Jf n > 312 + r then T is a bounded map of QCM’ to itself: 
Before proving this, we show how to finish the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
For b in BMO, lyk(ak/k?yk) b(x,y)l*y-’ dx dy is a Carleson measure. 
Thus (#‘/8yk) b is in QCMk ‘I*. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that 
T,((8‘/dyk) b) is in the same space (if A4 is large) and hence 
IykT*((ak/ayk) b)(z)l* y- ’ dx dy is a Carleson measure. This is enough to 
ensure convergence of the series and ensure the required pointwise and 
norm estimates on the {A, }. 
This also lets us complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let B, be hyperbolic 
balls of about the {z, } with hyperbolic radius q/10. The hypothesis that 
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(2,) IS in QCM, insures that C ;i,~, ’ xB, = L is in QCM I”. By the lemma 
T(L) is in QCM”‘. Since I,f’I <CT(L), ,f’ is in QCM’!*. Hence f’ is in 
BMO. Part (b) of the theorem follows from Lemma 2.5. 
We now prove Lemma 2.6. Let I be an interval of 1w and i= i z E U; .v E I, 
0 <.I’ d III} be the corresponding Carleson box. Let J be the double of I 
and j be its Carleson box. We must show that if f is in QCM’ then g = irf 
satisfies Sj 1 g(x, y)l’ ),2r d-x & < C 111. To do this we split ,f’ into a nearby 
part .f, =fx.i and a far part ,fi = f -,f’, . The estimate for the near part is a 
direct consequence of the boundedness of T on L”(J~” d,x 4~). That boun- 
dedness follows from the proof of Lemma 2.8 of [CR] if (in the notation of 
that proof) we can find a 6 > 0 such that X//J ~ 1 > ~,‘p - 1 - 6y > -I:,) and 
x/p- 1 > -6p+r> -E,~. In our casep=y=2, K,~=;, and ~=n. Thus we 
need n> 1 +46 and n>2-46+2r> 1. The choice i?=$+(r/4) works. 
We estimate rf2 directly. Let .7,(z) be the average of f2 over the hyper- 
bolic ball centered at z of radius &. Because ,f is in QCM’, l~z(z)I d 
t’)’ mr-‘!‘2. Also Tz=O on 1, where J, =;I. By (2.1) Tf2(z)< CrTz(z) for 
some C, hence it sufftces to estimate 7”z. Without loss of generality 0 is the 
midpoint of I. For M’ in i 
Thus jjj ) Tf2( \+!)I ’ vZr du dv < C I II ’ ’ jij L)‘~ du dv d C (II as required. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2.6. 
We now use these results to improve the results of [R2]. The problem is 
the following. Suppose L is a large number, {z, ) is an L-sequence in U and 
(2, ) is a sequence of complex numbers. One would like to find an F in 
Z@(U) which solves the interpolation problem 
&,I = z,, .j = 1, 2 ,..., 
and satisfies some sort of growth condition. One way to formulate this is 
using the function a defined on U by z(z)=C zixi(z) where x, is the 
characteristic function of the hyperbolic ball centered at zi and with hyper- 
bolic radius 1. (Since L is large these balls will be disjoint.) For instance, it 
is shown in [R2] that if c( is in LP(y2rdxdy) for some r> -4, O<p<n3, 
then the interpolation problem can be solved by an F in the same space 
and F will satisfy norm estimates. We now give a more general result which 
includes pointwise control of F. 
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THEOREM 2.7. Suppose n > 1. If L is wfficientfy Iurge then ,fiw any L- 
sequence {zi } und any .sequence of sculurs {uj }, u su@ient condition,fbr the 
interpolation problem to have u solution is that T,(r)(;) be ,fi’nite ,fbr .wme 
(and hence an)>) I’ in ll. In that cuse the interpolating ,function F curz he 
chosen to satisfj 
IF( < CT*(c()(z). 
To prove this we consider the map S on sequences defined by 
S{ p, ) = (z, ) with 
@, = 1 PA 
( 2iyk)” 
h (z, - Zx)” 
The plan is to show that if L is large enough then 
2; (I-S)‘=(I-(I-S)) ‘=S ’ converges and is controlled by T,. We 
then set {pk)=S ‘{z~) and 
will be the required function. 
Recall that K, is the kernel of T’. Set K,(i,j) = K,(z,, z,)j’f (the factor yf 
should be thought of as coming from the area element cl.u dy.) These 
matrices enjoy a subsemigroup property. That is, there is a c’= C(n) so 
that 
c K,(i, P) K,(P,,J d CK, + ,,,(iA (2.9) 
This follows from the corresponding fact for the kernels K, and the fact that 
the (Euclidean) area of B, is comparable to ~1;. Thus, using (2.1) 
1 K,(Lp) K,(P,.~) d Cc K/C--,, -‘,,)J$L(-~, z,).$ 
= CK,+m(;,> zi) yf = CK, +,,(i..j). 
Let (S/(&j)) be the matrix of (Z-S)‘. We have .f,(i, i) =0 and 
Is^,(i,,j)l < 2”K,(i,j). In the next section (see (3.2)) we will see that there is a 
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constant C so that d(z, 12.) K,(z, IV) < CK,(z, w). Thus I.?,(i,,j)] < 
CL ‘K,(i,,j). When this is combined with (2.9) we obtain 
I.f,(i,.j)l 6 (CL ‘)‘K,,(i,.j), I= 1, 2,.. 
When we sum these estimates we obtain C, i.?,(i,j)l d CK,(i,j) where 
K,(i,.j) = f&C,-,, z,) ~!f and K, is the kernel of T, which is built using 
M 3 (C ‘L)“‘. Since the series for K,(H’, ;) converges absolutely (if M is 
large) the series x,.\:,(i,.j) = +(i,j) converges absolutely to the matrix of 
s ‘. 
Suppose (r, 1 is given and T,(a) is finite. It follows that x, K,(i,j) I%,\ is 
finite for all i. Hence the series for p) = C, $(iJ) #x, converges absolutely 
and S{ ,n, ) = ( #Y(, ). Also 
where we have again estimated the sum by the corresponding integral. 
Theorem 2.7 follows from this estimate. 
Using Lemma 2.4 we can give the following more explicit set of 
hypotheses on {r, 1. If for some n, i: with n - 1 > E > 0, M‘ E U, 
Then the interpolation problem has a solution and the solution can be con- 
structed so that it can be estimated by this sum. 
This theorem gives interpolation with norm estimates on any space on 
which T, is bounded. In particular, since T, is bounded on L”(J.~’ d.~ (1~) if 
n > 2r + 2, we recapture the corresponding results of [R2]. We also obtain 
results for {,f”;./‘ in BMO} (this is QCM’,‘) and {,f”;,f in Bloch) (i.e., 
y ‘.f“ is bounded.) 0 n the other hand, this approach seems of little help in 
studying interpolation of values by functions in BMO (see [S] for results) 
or by functions in Bloch (about which very little is known.) 
Note that we have solved the interpolation problem with an F which 
satisfies JFl < CT,(z). Hence, using the monotonicity properties of T, we 
get the estimate TF<CT,(a). If ,‘, , ’ - ’ is an PJ sequence for some 17 then, by 
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the mean value property, any F which solves the interpolation problem 
must satisfy ) TFI 3 CT(c(). This gives some measure of how close our 
results are to optimal in terms of size of F. 
Very little is known on the interesting question of what values a BMO or 
a Bloch function can take on an L-sequence. The techniques we have been 
using seem better suited to studying the values of derivatives of such 
functions. 
III. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 2.4 
Let P(M., z) = log( /+G - 21 ‘/~IJJ). Except that e(z, z) # 0, this is roughly the 
hyperbolic distance d(z, w). By direct computation, e(i( rb’), 3.(z)) = e( W, 2) 
for any linear fractional map 3, which preserves U. For I= 0, 1, 2,..., let 
LEMMA 3.1. For each n > 1 there are positice constunts u, A, c lindepm- 
dent qf’m) .so thut 
It follows by induction that (l/P) J,Jw, z) < K,,,(w, z). Hence, for 
some small 6 and c’ which depend only on M and n, 
( 1”’ ‘/I u’ - Z~“)(l’v/l IV - 512) ’ < (l/c’) K,(z, w). Also, again by induction, 
K,,,(z, w)<(lO~)‘~~;=~ (2A)‘+‘J,(w, z ) which implies that for any given F, 
if M is large enough then 
Now note that it is sufficient to establish the lemma for z = i and w = ia. 
To see this multiply (3.2) by II”‘~~~ ~n12 and note that z?~J,(u’, z)y2 ‘1’ is 
invariant under conformal automorphisms of U as are u)‘;‘J~(u’, [) q’- ” 2, 
tl’li2 K,(i, z) Y~-“‘~, and ye 2 dq dt. 
Thus we must estimate 
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Wedothisbysplitting Uinto A=(~x~~-,B={~~t’, ISy/x},C’={q<l, 
151 a), and II== {I q<t:, I(\ <ZT ), On A we first replace < by tj[ and find 
Now note that, for small positive 0, 
Hence, since we are only using one term in the power series (in 0) of this 
integral, we conclude ssA < Km Y I7 fur sume constant K. Next, on B we 
again replace j by Vc and are led to 
which, as before, is dominated by K”’ V ‘l. On C we estimate ljvl’ + (ye + 1)’ 
by 5V” and get 
where we are here using the fact that Sk q” ’ ” L@ < w  for small positive 0. 
Finally 
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Setting q = t-‘l 
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Combining these 4 estimates gives the second inequality in (3.2). 
The first inequality is a consequence of the fact that we almost 
never threw anything away. More precisely [jD 2 CJII1+ Jit;, i) and &- 3 
cc ItI , /=o” 
m+l- / J,(it?, i) since jh (~/HI - I)!) (log( l/~))‘plpT’yln ’ dq is at least 
u”’ + I “-I for some small u. 
IV. FIRST ORDER C~MMUTATCIRS AND THETR STNGULAR VALUES 
We start by considering the orthogonality properties of the vectors in the 
expansion ( 1.3). A sequence {.J-} of vectors in a Hilbert space is called 
wecrkir; orthorzormal if I/C rifj 11’ < C 1 IX, 1 2 for any { zc, > in 1’. This is a 
equivalent to saying that (.fi } is the image under a bounded operator of an 
orthonormal sequence or that 1 1 (fi, g) 1’ < C 11 gl12 for any K in the space. 
Note that if (.h 1 and {gi j are weakly orthonormal and (2, ) is in /-’ then 
C &( J/I ) gi converges in the strong operator topology to a bounded 
operator. 
We call a sequence which satisfies this second conclusion, namely {&j; ). 
is weakly orthonormal if {/I, > is in QCM?, a nearly bruakly orthnnormal 
sequence. 
The first part of the lemma (which is in fact true for all positive SC) 
follows from Theorem 2 of [CR] and the fact that differentiation is a con- 
stant multiple of a unitary map of H2 onto the Bergman space A’* I”. (This 
by a Fourier transform calculation.) For the second part take g in Hz. 
Then c lGi.fYY sv = C Ijbj12F~j 1 g(Zj)124 S’ mce C kf yJL, is a Carleson 
measure, this last quantity is dominated by C 11 g (1’. 
Much of what we do applies to any operator of the form C A&j)) gI 
with { ,I; } nearly weakly orthonormal and { g,} weakly orthonormal. Much 
of it extends to the case where both sets of vectors are nearly weakly 
orthonormal if we assume a linear (rather than quadratic) Carleson 
measure condition for the coefficients. 
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The L* case of Theorem 1.2 now follows from the expansion (1.3). We 
now check the boundedness on BMO. It is enough to consider the case of 
B anti-analytic. In that case we can obtain the expansion (1.3) using only Z, 
in U. In that case 
Thus h is anti-analytic and is zero when f‘is anti-analytic. Thus we need to 
show 1 (h, g) 1 6 c’ Il,f‘li * /I g /I M~ for ,f’in BMOA and 2 in H’. 
We now use the fact that C Ii,1 J,’ / ,f”(:,)l (5,, is a Carleson measure. That 
is, by CauchyySchwarz 
I( GC c IU2.YI Id=,)1 i 
I 2 
1 i C I.f”(ri)l”~;’ /g(Z,)l ’ *. 1 
The first factor is dominated by 11 [1;}li l/g 11 H1 and the second by // 2 /I ,,c 
times the Carleson measure norm of 2 lJ“(:,)l’~sj 6,; That measure is the 
discrete version of I,f”(:)l’~~txcli,~ which is a Carleson measure becausefis 
in BMO. We are done. 
We could have gotten these operator estimates by working directly with 
the reproducing formula. However, that does not seem to be true for the 
following singular value estimates. 
Our scheme is estimating singular values will be to split the sum on the 
right in (1.3) into two parts. The first part, consisting of finitely many 
terms, will correspond to a finite rank operator. The operator norm of the 
operator corresponding to the second part will be controlled by the QCM, 
( . norm of the sequence obtained from ,A,, 1 be setting finitely many i, to 
zero. To estimate this we must now study the sequence space QCM, a bit. 
We are still considering the case of anti-analytic B and hence all the ;, 
are in U. We now reorganize the A, according to a dyadic decomposition of 
U. For n, q in let II,,,<, = { (x, y) E CJ; n2Y < x < (n + 1 ) 2“, 2y < ~7 < 2” + ’ ). Let 
CB,,., be the associated Carleson boxes CB,,,, = { (x, JS) E U; n2” < .Y < 
(n+ 1)2y, 0<~<2~+‘) and let I,,,,, be the bases of the boxes 
I,,, = CB,,., n R. For any non-negative measure v on (1, let 
(Mv)(n, q)=2 %(CB,,,,). Note that if v is a Carleson measure then 
(Mv) E I”‘. Hence the map from (ib, 1 to (M(C (,?I’ ?,,?I,,)) goes from 
QCM, to I’. We will see that it also goes from Ip to I”. 
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Let F be a finite subset of Z2 and let 1; be the measure 
’ = i 
v on D,,,q, (n, 9) + F 
0 on D,,,(,, (n, Y) E F. 
LEMMA 4.2. sup{(Mv^)(n,q); (n,q)~Z~} dsup{(Mv)(n, q); (fl, q)$f’). 
Proc$ Let F= ((n,, q,) ,..., (n,, qn;)) with q1 3q2 ,... 2qqN. Set PO= 0 
and for,j= I,... N set F’= FJ ‘Y j(n,,q,)l. Let F,=F\$,F/. Forj=O ,... N, let 
1 
v on DIIy if 
“‘= 0 on D,,:, 
01, q) 4 F, 
if (.v, q)EF, 
Thus C = I’,, < v, < ’ . 6 vN = v. It suffices to show that for j = 0, I,..., N - I, 
supjMv,)(n, 4); (fi, 4)4F’) dsuPlwfv,+,)h q); (fl, q)Wj"}. 
In fact 
LHS 6 sup{ (Mv,)(n, q); (n, q) $ F’+ ’ ) 6 RHS. 
The inequality involving RHS follows from v, 6 v,+ , . The required 
estimates involving LHS are trivial except for the pair (vi, 4) = (nj+ , , q,, ]). 
In that case note that v, vanishes on D,,,. Thus 
(Mv,)(ri, lj)=$((Mv,)(2& Lj- l)+(Mv,)(2ri+ 1, g- 1)) 
6 max( (Mv,)(2A, 4 - I), (Mv,)(Zri + 1, 4 - 1)). 
The ordering of F ensures that neither (2ri, 4 - 1) nor (2ti + 1, 4 - 1) is in 
Fj. Hence dropping the pair (ri, 4) from consideration in computing the sup 
in LHS does not affect the outcome. The proof is complete. 
We now use this to estimate the singular values of [B, W] D. There is an 
N (= N(g)) so that no D,,,y contains more than N of the points {z, } which 
form the q-lattice. Let v= 1 lli/2~~.,8=,. Let M*(i.)k be the nonincreasing 
rearrangement of the numbers (Mv(n, q)} I”. (Assuming that the latter 
tends to zero.) Let { Df } be the corresponding reordering of the D,,,. For 
each positive integer m set F, = IJ, G ,,2 D,* F,,, n [ :, 1 will have at most Nm 
elements and hence (with the notation of (1.3)) R = C,,, ), l.,,f,(‘, g, ) has 
rank at most Nm. Also 
I :2 
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By Lemma 4.2 this last expression is dominated by M*(i.),. Thus 
S,V,( [B, H] D) < CM*(i), which is the desired conclusion for [B, H] D. 
Combining this result with it’s adjoint gives the estimate for [h, H]. 
One could also use Lemma 2.5 with larger k, m to write h(.u) as 
2 1., y~/(x - 2,)“’ with m = 2, 3 ,.... In the expansion analogous to (1.3) the 
term corresponding to a single i, will generate an operator of rank ~11~ 1. 
The rest of the computations we did still works. This has the advantage of 
using estimates of the ;, based on the higher derivatives of h. For instance, 
to use a hypothesis that h is in BP for we would want estimates using 
(~‘“/ZJ,“) h for k> l/p. This also gives estimates on the A, which depend 
more on the behavior of h near z, and less on the behavior at infinity. 
To use these estimates we need to estimate the M*(A)k by the AL. The 
following result shows that { A4*(A)k 1 is in P’ if (jVA ) is, 0 <p < %. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose p is u positive meawre on U. For 0 <p < ~8, 
; (MPL)(% 4)” d C(P) I(2 “AD,,.,)Y. 
“.‘, 
Ifp= 1, C (MpL)(n, Y)=C 2 “ PL(CB,,.,) = C,,,y Ccl,rj<(n.y) 2 “1.4~,.,) = 
Cu,r,E (N. 41 > (/. r) 2 “1 P(0I.r) = C(i,r, 2 r+ ’ p(l),,,). If p < 1 the same 
argument together with the inequality (z u,)” d C u: gives the required 
conclusion. 
Supposep>l. For each n,r,q with r<qlet L,=(lcZ; (I,r)<(n,q)). 
This set has 24 ’ elements, We use Holder’s inequality for a probability 
measure and then Holder’s inequality for the counting measure on L,, 
=g=i,, (4-;+1)2 [(4-r+lJ22’ ‘,Z 2 rPmq 
J 
<Cc t (q-r+l)2p ‘2” y)p C2-‘p(D,.,) ’ 
n,y r = 1 F / I 
<Cc f (q-r+1)2” 22” -4)P2(9-‘HP-- “C [2 rp(~,,,),” 
r,.yr= f. I 
d C(P) 1 (2~rP(D,,r))P. 
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Using these estimates we can identify the intermediate spaces (in the 
sense of real interpolation theory) associated to QCMd. We will just give 
informal comments. For appropriate Banach spaces A, B let (A, B),,,, 
denote the intermediate space in the sense of real interpolation theory. We 
regard lp spaces as function spaces on the set (2, ). Then (Ip, QCM,),,, = I” 
with l/q = (1 - 0)/p. Indeed (I”, QCM,),,, c (I”, 1” )(,,(, = P. To obtain the 
reverse inclusion we must show that every sequence (i, } in I4 can be split 
appropriately as an element of P’ and one in QCM,. To do this we con- 
sider the map from {a, } to { ~V*(j~)~j. We noted that the map takes 
QCM, to I” and the previous lemma shows it takes 1” to 1”. Thus, if {i., ) is 
in P, so is {M*(/Z)k}. {M*(jV)k} can be split into an 1” and 1” part in the 
usual way (i.e., for each t, M*(j.), = Mk+ + Ml, , where M,, = M*(i), if 
M*(jL)> t and M,, =0 otherwise). We pull this back to {Ab,) by setting 
iA = ik + + 2, , where ik =jVx+ if the corresponding M*(i), = M*(i),, , 
etc. Lemma 4.2 is used to show that this splitting satisfies the required 
estimates. 
Suppose F(z) is a function which has been decomposed as described in 
Lemma 2.3. The splitting of the sequence {E., f induces a splitting of I; into 
two parts. That splitting is exactly what is needed to show that (BP, 
BMO),,, = B“ if l/q = (1 - /3)/p. (Earlier proofs of that are in [Pel, Pe2, 
PS, Se3].) The same splitting of F also gives the estimate for the 
approximation numbers of F which had been mentioned in the Introduc- 
tion. 
The situation is less clear for complex interpolation. For 2 <p 6 x, con- 
sider the map from sequences to functions in X(U) given by 
J’p({i.,})=Ci,(y;’ “p/(:-F,)’ I’“). Using Lemma 4.1 we see that J’ ’ 
maps I” into I’ ‘H’, potentials of order i of H*. By Theorem 1.1, S’ = J’ ’ 
maps QCM, into potentials of order 0 of BMO. Using these two facts as 
endpoint results one finds that J”” maps the complex interpolation space 
[1’, QCM,lo (l/p) = (1 - 0)/2 into 1’ “HP (potentials of order l/p of H”) 
for 2 <=p < X. By direct computation and the decomposition theorems of 
[CR], JiJp(Ip) = BP. Since BP ~5 /““(HP) we conclude lp d [I’, QCMd],,. 
Although these observations might offer some insight, the failure of the 
inclusion can be seen directly as follows. Suppose it were true that 
14& [lz,QCM,],,2. Let Bbe the box in U, jz;O<x,~*< I} and let (:,I be 
a lattice in U. 1’ G 12( B n {z, ), counting measure) and QCM, c 1l( B n (z, ) , 
.I‘, x counting measure). We would be able to conclude that I4 L l’(B n {z, 1, 
)I,‘,” x counting measure). Hence for any sequence {r, ), 
Thus &B,~‘, is finite which is wrong. (To describe the complex inter- 
mediate spaces fully would require the tent spaces of [CMS].) 
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V. CONVERSE ESTIMATES FOR SINGULAR VALUES OF HANKEL OPERATORS 
Suppose h is in BMO and is of analytic type (i.e., h(x, J>) is in X(U)). 
Let H = H, be the associated Hankel operator. We will show that the 
values of h’“‘(z) are controlled by the singular values of H. The basic out- 
line of the proof, and some of the details are those of [Sell. In fact using 
very similar techniques we could prove results such as those below for the 
larger class of operators considered in [Se1 1, in particular for [II, H] D. 
Suppose n, uz are integers n > 3, nr 3 I. Pick and fix a O.OOl-latice jz, ) 
and pick (<,)=(<,+iq,) so that ~I(:,,<,)62 and q, NIh’“‘(<,)l= 
maxi) ‘I lh’“‘(z)1; ~i(:, z,) <2). Pick ‘x, O> CK> (1 -n). Define an operator 
A’= A”‘.” acting on functions on li by 
du dv. 
(X is similar in spirit to the operator T, used earlier. However, the X’s are 
a more restricted family in terms, e.g., of decay at infinity.) Let {h:} be the 
nonincreasing rearrangement of the numbers {VT lh”“(i,)l ]. and let A’,* be 
the nonincreasing rearrangement of jX(vnzhcnr~)([,) ). Recall that s/, is the 
kth singular value of H. By rounding the argument down, we regard all 
these sequences as defined for all positive reals. 
THEOREM 5.1. Given 6 > 0 there is a small constant d and u Irrrgt~ C 
(which depend on 6, n, m und LY) so that 
COROLLARY 5.2. For 0 <p < ‘CC, there are constants C= C(p) SO that lf 
h is in BP then Ilhll A? < C 11 H, 11 CrP. 
(Once this is known it is not very hard to remove the hypothesis that h is 
in BP, see [Sell.) 
The corollary follows from the theorem as soon as it is known that for 
each p there are n and r so that 
Since for any [, near z, C y;“’ Ih’““(<,)1° < c’ Ilhll$,, if m > l/p, it is enough to 
consider the discrete analog of X with matrix kernel 
a,,= (1 +d(z,, ;,))I B(z,, z,)\“‘+ “4B(z,, z/)‘~+’ “I4 B(z,, z,) ’ z’4. 
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If r = - 1, p < 1, then xi la,, lp < ~1 for n sufficiently large. On the other 
hand C, lu,, 1 < ‘xif a > 0. The required estimate follows from complex 
interpolation and Schur’s lemma. 
The simplest case of all this is with h(x) = l/(x + i). H is then one dimen- 
sional and thus s,(H) = 0, ,j = 2, 3,.... In this case the first term in theorem 
can do the work for relatively small k. The control for large k is related to 
the rate of decay of the kernel of .I’ as we move toward the boundary of U; 
rlll/+“)(~) = ct7y; + i) ~-(Ht Il. For large 1~1, the kernel of X has 1~) “+‘)’ 
which decays more slowly. For small J’ the kernel has J*” ’ “’ and 
(n-l -30/2<n. 
This example suggests that X may be allowed to have a better kernel, 
but it shows that the kernel cannot be too good. It would be interesting to 
know exactly which kernels work. For instance, is it possible to improve 
the exponent (n + 1)/2 and the range of r’s? 
We noted in the Introduction that the singular values .sC(H,,) were 
related to the approximation numbers uk(h) and in particular there is the 
elementary estimate .rk( H,,) < ca,(H,). Thus, as a corollary to Theorem 5.1 
it is possible to estimate the ht in terms of uh and X,*. Since such an 
estimate does not involve Hankel operators, it would be interesting to have 
a proof which did not involve Hankel operators. Also, it would be 
interesting to know how that result generalizes to approximation by 
functions other than rational and to functions defined on R”. 
From the definition of singular values in terms of approximation by 
finite rank operators we have 
St, .,?!(J‘f + B) G .s,,(A) + Jm(4 (5.3) 
and 
s,(XA Y) G II-V II YII $,(A 1. (5.4) 
Let {zj} and {[, } be as in the statement of the theorem. There is an 
absolute constant M such that it is always possible to split {[, } into M 
subsequences {<jr’}, r = 1, 2 ,..., M, each of which is a l-sequence. Further, 
given a large N (to be determined later) we can split each {[/(r)} into C(N) 
subsequences {cl’, O}, each an N-sequence. 
Corresponding to this decomposition there is a decomposition of H*. 
For each (r, I) let w’ be an abstract Hilbert space with orthonormal basis 
(e:‘}. Let H = @I,,~ W’. Let 
a 
f;(x) = (x _ $2 + I/2’ g,(x) =fi(x) (5.5) 
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and define f;’ and g;,’ analogously. By Lemma 4.1 the {f) } and {g, } are 
weakly orthonormal if n 3 3. Thus the operators s’,‘: P’-+ L”( 5%) and 
q’: L2(R) + H’,’ given by 
and 
qw) = 1 (.I; s;-‘> e;,’ 
satisfy I/S’,‘Il < C(n), I/ P’ll 6 C(n). Define A’,’ on Hr.’ by A’./= r;.’ KS’,’ 
and A on H by A = C A’.‘. From (5.3) and (5.4) it follows that 
s ,wc,m(A) G C(n) MC(N) .yJH). (5.6) 
Thus it suffices to prove an estimate for {hc) in terms of {sk(A)). 
We identify A’,’ with its matrix with respect to the basis { ey}. A’,’ splits 
as the diagonal terms of this matrix, IY,‘, and a remainder F,’ = A’.’ - Dr.‘. 
This induces a splitting A = D + F with D = C Dr.‘. By (5.3), 
.~Z~(D)~S~(A)+S~(F). (5.7) 
The {sk(D)} are the {bt }; more specifically the entries of D are 
C(n) ye: b’“‘([,) (see Lemma 4 of [Se1 ] for this calculation.) 
When this observation is combined with (5.6) and (5.7) we find that we 
are reduced to estimating the singular values of F by the numbers IX,* ). 
We do that now. The scheme is to remove finitely many rows and columns 
from the matrix of F. This gives a F- FL for a finite rank Fk. We then 
estimate (/F - Fk (I using Schur’s lemma. 
We begin by looking at the matrix elements of F. Given e;,’ we have 
(Fe;‘, e;“‘) = 0 unless r = s, I = m, and ,j # k. In that case 
(Fe;‘, e;;() = (Hf;‘, g’.‘) (5.8) 
which we now compute. Starting with the reproducing formulas from 
[CR], we have 
and hence 
h(z) = C .rl,, h’“‘(w) & du dv. 
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If b(x) = I/(x - @) then a direct computation (e.g., using partial fractions) 
shows Kf = (l/(x - w))( f, l/(x - 13)). Thus, in general 
SO, using (.5.5), (5.8), and (5.9) and writing i;‘= [;‘+ iv;‘, 
Recall that c( is between 0 and I -tz. For such CL, 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
To see that the integral is finite, first note that by change of variables, it 
suffices to consider UJ = i. Next note that iJlj IB([, i)l;‘B(i, [)fl d[ dq < cci if 
y> 4, D< 4, >I+ /I> 1 (e.g., p. 18 of [CR J) and that our indices are in the 
range. Finally, the factor d([, i) is a logarithmic term which is controlled 
near [<I = x and near q = 0 by using slightly changed powers. 
Let F$’ be the matrix entries of P’, and hence of F. We wish to estimate 
Ck 1 FJi.lI ( s;J/)‘” + 1 I!‘? using (5.10). Since FL.;: = 0 and the { [;:‘> are an N lattice 
we can first multiply the right hand side of (5.10) by 
Then, using (5.10) and (5.1 l), 
c IF;i,Ll(v;j’)‘X+ I):2 
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Reorder the {i, ) so that the numbers X(~‘“h”“‘)(i,) are nonincreasing. 
To each i, corresponds a ;;’ and thus an r;’ and hence a row and column 
if F. For each positive integer p let F,, be the matrix (and hence operator on 
H) obtained by setting equal to zero the rows and columns associated to 
c, ,..., i,,. Thus F- F,, has rank at most 2~. Thus sz,,(F) < IIF, (1. We now 
make a fundamental use of the structured decomposition on H. Note that 
although F= C F,‘, the sum is an orthogonal direct sum and hence 
11 F11 = max //F,‘ll (as opposed to <C 11 F’,‘$). A similar remark holds for the 
F,,. Using this observation we successfully defended the N in the 
denominator of the right-hand side of (5.12). We estimate (1 F,, 11 via Shur’s 
Lemma (Lemma 2.7 of [CR]), (5.12), and the analog of (5.12) involving 
sums with respect to j (the same estimate holds for the same reason.) Thus 
llE’,> 11 < (C/N) X;. Since the constant c‘ did not depend on N, we may 
choose N large to attain the required small (5. 
VI. SECOND-ORDER COMMUTATORS 
Our basic plan to deal with the operators in Theorem 1.3 is much the 
same as before: we decompose h, use partial fractions and see whether the 
right sort of operators appear. The operators which do appear are 
generally of the form C u,~ ,A( ., g:n ) with { j; 1 and { g, 1 weakly orthonor- 
mal. Such an operator will be bounded if the matrix (a,k) determines a 
bounded operator on I’. Thus our first goal is to study such matrices. 
If (,f; } and jgk) are weakly orthonormal then ((j;, sl)) is the matrix 
of a bounded operator. Thus, using Lemma 4.1, 
LEMMA 6. I. Suppo.x~ [z, j i.s untl q srqucwe in C’ und {i., ) is in QCM,, . 
then the matrices 
When we study second-order commutators there is no immediate reduc- 
tion to the case of h of analytic type. Thus we must deal with symmetric q- 
sequences in U u L and slightly more general matrices. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let (z, i ’ he m .s~wwwtric* q-luttice. The matrlu with cwtrirs 
,,3.2,,3 2 
I(,, = 0, u rh = (6, y-, )’ 
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d<fines a bounded operator on 12. The matri.u uvith entries 
b,, = 0, 
h,, = .w2 
(II, - zJ3 
defi;ne.s a hounded operator on QCM,. (Sending (2, } to { 1 hIk i.,).) 
The first part follows from three facts. First, Lemma 6.1 gives the 
required control when Z, and -7k are in opposite half planes. Second, if {z, ) 
is a symmetric q-lattice and -7, # zk, Z, # Tk, then for some C = C(q). 
and, from [R2] if (z, } is an ye sequence in U then 
gives a bounded operator on 1’. 
The second part of the lemma follows from the I2 estimates in the first 
part, as in the proof of Lemma 2.6. (Alternatively one can discretize 
Lemma 2.6 and use (6.3)) 
LEMMA 6.5. !f‘ {z, } is a symmetric q-sequence and (2, ) is in QCM, then 
the matrices M’ith entries 
(Mlith zeros on the diagonal) are bounded on I’ 
The cancellation is important here and we must be a bit more careful 
than in the previous lemma. The case of Z, and zlk in opposite half planes is 
controlled by Lemma 5.1. Suppose now that zj# zk but that the two points 
are in the same half plane. Let 
a,/, = 
$2 ?,A!'2 $2 ],y 
(z,-q)2- (z,-FJ2’ 
Using (6.3) we see la!, I < C’v:” yp2 Izj- zk I - 2. Thus, the matrix (aik) gives 
a bounded operator. Since (2, } is bounded the matrix (aikAk) gives a 
bounded operator. Using the splitting of a,k, this splits as two terms, the 
second is bounded by Lemma 5.1 and the first is the term of interest which 
must thus also be bounded. 
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We now consider the second matrix. As before 
z,, zk in Ii, z, # zk. Set cik = 2 ,y:i2 ~2’ I., and write 
It is direct to check that 
we need only consider 
=alk + h,,. 
and 
The matrices generated by the right-hand sides can be controlled by (6.4) 
and two invocations of Lemma 6.1. 
We now consider (h(x) - B(x, u))‘/(x - u). Using the decomposition of h 
we find 
B(x, u) = 
B(x) - B(u) 
x - u 
Hence 
h(x) - B(x, u) 
x - I.4 
Thus 
The terms with j= k give 
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By Lemma 4.1 and the fact that {i, f is bounded we know this kernel yields 
a bounded operator. Rewrite the remainder as 
= T, + T,. 
Writing ( lj(zk)) - (I/(=, -zn)) = - (x-:,)/(A-z~)(;, -rn) we get 
-T,= c (6.6) 
/#A 
By algebra 
1 1 1 1 1 ___- 
is-z,)(s-q)‘= (2,~2J(.x-2,) (q-Zh)’ (.x-zx) 
1 1 
-(=,(,(X-g (6.7) 
We substitute (6.7) in (6.6) and write - T, = T,, - T,, - T,,, where 
and 
By Lemma 6.2, {p, > is in QCMd, hence by Lemma 4.1, the operator 
corresponding to T,, is bounded. The operators corresponding to T12 and 
T,3 are of the form C u,~~,(x)(., $k ), where {cp, } and {$k } are weakly 
orthonormal (by Lemma 4.1). Hence we need only check that (u,~) is boun- 
ded on /2. This follows from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.5. Finally, T, is the same as 
T, but with the roles ofj and k reversed. Hence the same considerations 
apply. 
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The operator with kernel (h(u) - B(.u, u))‘/(x- U) is the adjoint of the 
operator just considered. The remaining kernel (h(x) - B(x, u))(h(~) ~ 
B(x, u))/(x - U) is, on expansion 
1 i,A, 
,l’/’ .I$ 
i 
1 1 --- 
(.Y-$(u-q(u-:h) .Y-z--i, ) II---k,’ 
The diagonal terms are handled as before. For the off diagonal terms, we 
add and subtract l/(:, ~ zh) and get 
and 
In fact U, vanishes indentically since the summand is antisymmetric. c’, 
gives a bounded operator by Lemma 4.1 and 6.5. This finishes the proof. 
It would be quite nice to have a systematic calculus for such estimates 
which could replace these ad hoc considerations. 
It is possible to extend these techniques to obtain YP estimates for these 
operators. For the operator with kernel (h(.~) - h(~))*/(.u-~3) (the 
operator of part LI of Corollary 1.10) it is enough to write h as h - I’ + r for 
a rational function r. Since rational functions generate finite rank com- 
mutators one finds quickly that &,( [h, [h, HI]) < Ccl,,(h)‘. This trick does 
not seem to help for the other operators of Theorem 1.9. However, those 
operators do satisfy estimates of the form I(operator(l .L,r 6 C Ilh(l B,J (lhll Pi 
when l/r=(l:p)+(l~y),q3p,y>l. (Inparticularr<pisalwaysallowed. 
but K =p/2 can only be obtained for p > 1.) To do this, it is necessary to 
extend the three lemmas of this section. Lemmas 6.1 and 6.5 must be exten- 
ded by replacing the hypothesis that (iI; E QCM, with the hypothesis that 
(E., ) is in 1” for some p and by improving the conclusion to the resulting 
matrices being in .‘I’. Lemma 6.2 must be extended to estimates of 
operators acting on I”. This program is carried out in full in [Se2]. 
VII. SINGUL.AR VALUES OF PRODUCTS OF HANKEL OPERATORS 
We now turn to Theorem 1 .I 1. For h in L ’ let T,, be the Toeplitz 
operator with symbol h mapping HZ to H’; T,,f’= P(hf). It is not true 
that if h, and h, are in f. ’ then T,-, T,,2= ThlhJ. However, it is possible 
(and useful) to give conditions under which this equality holds up to a 
small error. Axler, Chang, and Sarason [ACS] have shown that 
K= Th,,,- Th,T,,, is compact if H’(h,)n H’(/I~)c- H’ +C. Here H’(h) 
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is the smallest closed subalgebra of L’ which contains H' and h, and c’ is 
the space of functions continuous on [w u { x ). For instance, K will be 
compact if at each point of R u (M, 1 there is a neighborhood in which h, 
or hz is continuous. The converse of this theorem is also true, as was shown 
by Volberg [V]. (In fact, these results were proved for Toeplitz operators 
on the circle.) We will present estimates on the singular values of K which 
do not allow us to recover these compactness results but which do give 
relatively precise -‘/i results 0 <p < ;cs. 
For i= I. 2, let H, be the Hankel operator with symbol h,. Direct com- 
putation gives K= HI" H,. This is the form in which we study K. 
Without loss of generality we suppose h, and h? are of antianalytic type. 
Pick a positive integer LI, p > 2, and 17 >pci+ 1. For antianalytic h let h(z) 
denote the antianalytic extension to c’ and P,,(h, :)(I!,) the Taylor expan- 
sion of h and Z, 
P,,(h,z)(w)= f +n-.)I. 
i-0 
We will measure the oscillation of h near a point r in I/’ (or, equivalently, 
the oscillation of h(.u) at .\- on the scale .1x) by 
Such quantities were used by Fefferman and Stein who showed that h is in 
BMO exactly if osc(h, Z) is bounded [E‘S, p. 1421. The numbers 
(osc(h, z,)) for {z, 1 a lattice in U can also be used to characterize other 
spaces defined by mean oscillation. Ricci and Taibleson show that h is in 
Bq, q3 1, exactly if C (osc(h. =,)I”< & [RT, (I 1.7) and (12.25)]. In fact B" 
is characterized by this condition for all q, 0 <r/ < x-r_; and thus we recap- 
( ture the result that the operator is in .P ” if h is in B" for 0 < y < 1~. To 
show that a B' function satisfies the condition for q < 1 one can do a direct 
calculation using the individual terms in the decomposition theorems of 
[CR]. That a function which satisfies the condition is in B" can be shown 
as in [RT, Sect. 121. 
Roughly, osc(h, ;,) should be thought of as comparable to the numbers 
~1, used to estimate the singular values of commutators. However, explicit 
comparison of the two oscillation measures is complicated by our 
requirement (necessitated by our proof) that p > 2. 
Suppose for the moment that h, = hz = h. We can use the fact that 
.Y,,( HZH,,) = .s,,( H/,)’ and compare Theorem 1. I 1 with Corollary 1.5. Lemma 
4.3 ensures that the weighted summation process by which the (,I, ) are 
constructed from the (j.,) and by which the jd, ) are constructed from the 
(osc(h. r,)) takesI” sequences to I/’ sequences. Thus either Corollary 1.5 or 
Theorem 1.1 1 can be used to deduce that H,, is in :4, if h is in B”, 
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0 <p < m. However, the (d;) can be thought of as involving that sum- 
mation process twice (the josc(h, I,)} are roughly comparable to the {p, 1.) 
This makes a difference at the end point corresponding to p = a. If h is in 
BMO then {p, } is in I’ and hence, by Corollary 1.5, Hh is bounded. We 
also know josc(h, zi)j is in 1’ but that gives no bounds on the jd, } and 
hence Theorem I. 11 can not be used. 
There is a Holder type inequality for the spaces $. Hence, if 0 < q, < X, 
i = 1, 2, then if h, is in BY’ we can conclude H, is in cYq, and thus K is in ,Yi 
with l/q = (l/q,) + ( l/qz). Theorem 1.11 yields a localized version of that 
result. To see this note first that if h is real analytic on a neighborhood of 
an interval I of R then the numbers {osc(h, 2,) } tend to zero as fast as 
desired (by making tl and n large) for subsequences of (z, } tending to I. 
Thus if we cover R u ( ~8 ) by a collection of open intervals (1, )f-, 
and suppose that h, restricted to I, is in Byi where 
l/q = (l/q,(j )) + (l/y,(j)), .j= l,..., J, then we will have K in <y,. (We have 
not defined B’(Z) but any reasonable definition will do, coupled with a 
straightforward partition of unity argument.) 
Another example of the control that Theorem 1.11 gives is obtained 
letting h, be much worse than a BMO function; for example, h, E L[>, and 
having tempered growth at infinity. osc(h, , Z) will become infinite as 2 goes 
to [w but will do so in a tempered way. If h, is smooth enough then 
osc(h,, 2) will go to zero fast enough to balance this growth and let the 
(d, ) be estimated. Theorem 1.11 makes this precise. 
Before starting the proof, we should mention briefly what approach we 
do not use. We could use the decomposition theorem to decompose h?. 
This lets us make full use of the smoothness of h,. If we do that and then 
apply H, to a function and then apply HI” to the result we get an 
expression involving H:(~,f’~(.x - 2,)). We have not been able to make 
satisfactory use of the smoothness of h, in studying such functions. 
The approach we use is more even-handed towards h, and h?. It is based 
on the following approach to studying a single Hankel operator. Instead of 
decomposing the symbol h, we decompose the domain, H’. Given m > 1 
and q-lattice [z, ) for small q we can write any J’ in HZ as 
f’= C i.,(f) y; ’ ‘/(.u - 5,)“‘. Here j”,(j) are linear functionals which satisfy 
‘C 1 n,(f’)l’ d C II.r‘iiz. Thus HJ’= C Ji(f‘) H,,( v:’ ‘I’(z - 2,)“‘). Suppose 
now that m is an integer. Using the fact that h is of antianalytic type we 
compute 
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The point now is that we rewrite this vector as osc(h, z,) K,(X), where 
fK,(x)j are nearly weakly orthonormal. Exactly as in the proof of 
Corollary 1.6 this shows that the singular values of H,, are dominated by 
the nonincreasing rearrangement of {( 11,~ ’ Cz, S(.B, .ttl, osc(h, --A )‘)‘). This is 
the single operator version of the theorem. 
To extend this to H,* H, we study the functionals n,(.). Let g, be the 
7 
vectors in HZ such that j.;(J) = (f; g, ). Thus, if f‘ is in H- = H” then 
f’= c <.fl 75 > Y:” I */(.Y - z,)“‘. Hence, for g in H’, 
H: H2g=x H: (7.1 1 
We will see that Hfg, = osc(h,, z,) H,, where i H, ) is nearly weakly 
orthonormal. Thus 
H::Hzg=Cosc(h,,;,)osc(h,,-,)(g, H,) K, (7.2) 
with both {H, ) and {K, } nearly weakly orthonormal. We can estimate the 
operator norm of T= C a,K,(., H, ) by using 
Hence the norm of T is dominated by the Carleson measure norm of 
2 u,J,,&~. As in the proof of Corollary 1.4 we can now use Lemma 4.2 to 
conclude that for appropriate constants C and N, S,,,+(T) G CA,,, where 
(A,, ) is the nonincreasing rearrangement of { ~1~ ’ &C.Bl I’, I”,) ). Thus we 
are done as soon as we show that (H, ) and i K, ) in (7.2) are nearly 
weakly orthonormal. 
We now need the result from Lemma 2.3 that the i., are given by 
integration against a nice kernel given in terms of J(z, M’) as follows. 
Take rrr and .Y integers, no > 1, s 3 1, and I= m + .F. Let 
G,(w) =-v;‘ + I’* J(z,, IV) 1 “--‘). Thus G is antiholomorphic and, by Lemma 
2.4, if E is small and iositive (and ‘I <RAE)) then 
/G,(w)J<C~;+“*L ‘y, “/I:,-I?)’ *I. Thus there is a primitive of G which 
is dominated by C’J~; +I 7 I’( l/l:,- UT/’ ’ *‘) and which extends con- 
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tinuously to the boundary with boundary values which are continuous and 
locally Lip,, #,. Repeating this we get a holomorphic function gi(w) which 
extends continuously to the boundary and such that gi”‘~ ‘)(M!) = G,( ,v) and 
Ig:“‘(~t~)(<C,yj+” 21(l/1~,-~T/‘+1 +’ “) for k=O, 1,2 ,..., m-2. 
We have, for any ,f in H’, F=f”” is in ,.j’.(‘ ‘1” and 
F(r) = C C(J$!/(: ~ S,)‘) jJ^( ,I(:,, nx) F(M~) du hj. Thus we can represent J(s) 
by 
By a standard Fourier transform calculation 
rr C” ’ ‘( \V).f”“( w) 1” z flub: = c (_ g,(u)f’(u) dll. “1’ a i
Thus,/‘(z)= C’C(J:,~ ’ ‘I(:-E,)“‘)(,f;g, i. 
We will now show that if a set { g, ). satisfies the estimates above for suf- 
ficiently large m and s then H,,g, = osc(h, z,) K, with {K, i nearly weakly 
orthonormal. Since our general estimates include the particular choice 
a,b) = Y, “‘+ ‘,‘/‘(s - 3,)‘)’ this will finish the proof. (Roughly, the general 
( g,) are almost this nice, only lacking a closed form.) 
Suppose JI > 2 is given and let y be the conjugate exponent; y < 2 and 
hence M,,f’(.\-) = supli ,(( l/lIi) 1, 1 f’(r)i” dt)’ ” is bounded on L’. Hence 
M, I’(-\-) = sup 1; L [ I’(f) g(t) dr ;,z( ‘,, 
suppg~z,-uEz. ,I  ., c ‘r (g(f)l”tit i’ 1 “61 
is bounded on L’(&). 
If cl 6 s - 1 and P,,(h, z,)(z) is the Taylor polynomial of h (or, in fact, any 
polynomial of degree d c/) then H, g, = (I - P)(hg,) = (I - P) [ (h - P,,) g, 1. 
I - P is bounded on L’ and hence it is enough to consider (h - P,,) g,. We 
want to show that ,j; = (osc(h, z,)) ‘(/I - P,,) g, is nearly weakly orthonor- 
mal. We will show that for any ,f‘in L’ 
e 
!  
sup& ’ I(.l;.f;>\? /A-..\.,I <.l’,) tix<c II,f’lI’ 
14 
Together with the fact that 
F( .Y, J’) d,( < c !’ F* ( Y ) ti.~ , ,I 
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if ,n is a Carleson measure and F* is the nontangential maximal function of 
F, this gives the required estimates on {,t }. 
Let T= [.Y,--I’,, .~,+j’,] and for 13 1 let Ii= 2’$“\2’- ‘T. Suppose 
!A-..‘i,I <J’,. Let 8, = osc(h, z,) ‘, 
I!’ ’ 2 <./i.r; > I 
</I, i’ 
1s 2,: 
” I l.f‘(r)l Ih(r)-P,(h --,)(f)l ,,& 2, dt 
Using Jensen’s inequality on the sum with respect to the density I ’ we can 
continue the inequality by 
for t: small and positive and (s - 1) p 3 n. Thus the integrand we wish to 
estimate is dominated pointwise by (fi,f’(.u))‘. The proof is finished. 
Similar analysis applies to operators /p defined by 
K;fl,f’= D’(Z- P) h”D”f’ where h”= D-” “h and to operators of the form 
KTK, with both K, of this form (with possibly different CI, and pi). We will 
describe (CI bit sketchily) two improvements in the previous estimates 
which can take place. Suppose for convenience that E, /I are nonnegative 
integers. P:” = H,. Suppose now c( = 0, ,8 > 0. A calculation analogous to 
the one we just did shows that eflg, = y,K, with {K, i nearly weakly 
orthonormal and 
where p is any polynomial of degree at most (n-2)/p and n is a fixed 
(large) number. (However, we need to work with K, not K* as is suggested 
by direct analogy with (7.1).) For positive fl these (y, } extract information 
from larger function classes than BMO. For instance, if /I>0 then 
{r, } E I” for h in the Bloch space. 
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If CI > 0, /I = 0, then we get no more information than the case s( = /I’ = 0. 
The reason is that K;.” = C’F;‘h’.” + other terms. 
Suppose now r > 0, /j 10. In addition to the previous estimates, 
(Kb,p g, } is weakly orthonormal (no “nearly”) with useful estimates. As 
before K;;"g, = (I-P) D”((& R) D”g,) with R any polynomial of degree 
6s - 1. To study this function we drop the bounded operator I- P. 
Because x > 0, what remains has mean zero. Because D”6= D “h with 
j > 0, D"((& R) D”g,) is smooth, and if .ris large these functions have 
good decay at infinity. Using those three facts it follows that the set of 
functions is weakly orthonormal. More precisely, if (.j’; i is a sequence 
which satisfies 
(a) {.I;=Q 
(b) i,f;(s)l ,CJ$~+~’ l.v-?,l ’ I), 
(c) I,f;(x)-,f;(s’)l 6,rj,2+n iu~--.y’l~) 1.~r,I ’ 2h if 1x-Y < 10~,, 
then it will also satisfy 
1<.r,,./,)l cy:‘“‘y;” 
-, -h 
for C’ = C’(C, S). Since a matrix which satisfies such estimates is a bounded 
operator on I’, the sequence (,f; } is weakly orthonormal. 
Using these techniques we can obtain singular value estimates for G./i 
and K = KT Kz. If c( and /I are positive then we also obtain relatively sharp 
boundedness and compactness criteria (which we could not do for 
x=p=o.) 
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